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Abstract Multi detector-row CT (MDCT), the

current preferred method for coronary artery disease

assessment, is still affected by motion artefacts. To

rule out motion artefacts, qualitative image analysis is

usually performed. Our study aimed to develop a

quantitative image analysis for motion artefacts

detection as an added value to the qualitative

analysis. An anthropomorphic moving heart phantom

with adjustable heart-rate was scanned on 64-MDCT

and dual-source-CT. A new software technique was

developed which detected motion artefacts in the

coronaries and also in the myocardium, where motion

artefacts are more apparent; with direct association to

the qualitative analysis. The new quantitative analysis

managed to detect motion artefacts in phantom scans

and relate them to artefact-induced vessel stenoses.

Quantifying these artefacts at corresponding locations

in the myocardium, artefact-induced vessel stenosis

findings could be avoided. In conclusion, the quan-

titative analysis together with the qualitative analysis

rules out artefact-induced stenosis.
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Introduction

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the leading cause of

death in western countries [1, 2]. It can result in

coronary vessels obstruction and eventually myocar-

dial ischemia. Multi detector computed tomography

(MDCT), a non-invasive imaging modality featuring

large scan coverage up to 320 detector system rows,

sub-millimetre spatial resolution up to 0.23 mm, and

high temporal resolution up to 135 ms for a single

source CT and 75 ms for a dual source CT (DSCT)

system (with options for further increase using multi-

segmental reconstruction techniques), is the current

preferred method for CAD assessment [3–6].

Because of patient movement, irregular heart rate,

and insufficient temporal resolution for high heart

rate, cardiac MDCT images are often hampered by

motion artefacts. Although identification of motion

artefacts in large structures such as the myocardium

can be relatively easy, it is not always possible to

identify motion artefacts in smaller structures like the

coronary vessels. Motion artefacts in the vessel were

acknowledged as discontinuity and/or blurring [7].

These artefacts could lead to misinterpretation in the
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coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA)

analysis.

Motion artefacts are commonly evaluated qualita-

tively, either by visually determining their presence/

absence [8] or by assigning a severity rating [9, 10].

However, this approach heavily depends on user

experience and interpretation. Although qualitative

analysis is not necessarily insufficient, a quantitative

analysis can give more precise and objective infor-

mation; and make the user aware of suspicious

regions. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to

develop an algorithm for quantitative image analysis

for the detection of motion artefacts in coronary

artery computed tomography as an added value to the

qualitative analysis and test it in phantom scans of

two different CT devices.

Materials and methods

An anthropomorphic moving heart phantom (Limbs

& Things, Bristol, UK), with an artificial coronary

vessel was used. The movement of the heart phantom

and the artificial coronary vessel have been shown to

be comparable to the clinical setting [10]. The

artificial coronary vessel was filled with a contrast

agent (Ultravist-300, Schering, Switzerland) diluted

to a concentration of about 250 HU. The phantom

was scanned on a 64-row MDCT (64CT; Somatom

Sensation 64, Siemens Medical Solutions, Forch-

heim, Germany) at 120 kV, 770 mAs and a DSCT

(Somatom Definition, Siemens Medical Solutions,

Forchheim, Germany) at 120 kV, 300 mAs/rot; both

at 330 ms rotation speed in cranio-caudal direction.

The field of view (FOV) was set at 200 mm 9

200 mm. The heart phantom was placed in supine

position with its apex facing away from the bore hole.

A respiratory device was connected to the phantom,

which inflated and deflated the phantom at a

programmed rate to simulate a beating heart and

produced an ECG signal which was connected to the

CT scanner [10]. The phantom was scanned at rest

and at 50–110 beats per minute (bpm) with 10 bpm

intervals, without changing the phantom position.

Twenty preview series at intervals of 5% throughout

the R–R interval were made, from which the phase in

the R–R interval with least motion artefacts was

selected. For all dataset, 70% of the R–R interval was

chosen as the optimal phase and datasets were

reconstructed at 0.6/0.4 mm slice thickness/incre-

ment using kernel B25f and B26f for 64CT and

DSCT, respectively. Figure 1 shows the scanned

heart phantom, where motion artefacts were absent

(left images) and present (right images).

Two plexiglas tubes with reference/stenosis diam-

eters of 6/4 and 4/2 mm (resulting in area stenosis of

56 and 75%, respectively) were also used. The lumen

was filled with contrast agent (Visipaque 320,

General Electric Healthcare) diluted to a concentra-

tion of about 250 HU. The vessel phantoms were

scanned on the 64CT without motion at 120 kV and

107 mAs. The images were reconstructed at 0.75/

0.4 mm slice thickness/increment using kernel B35f.

A Siemens Syngo workstation (Siemens Medical

Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) was used for visual

three-dimensional observation. Software for quanti-

tative mathematical analysis was developed using

Matlab� software (Mathworks Inc, USA).

Quantitative analysis

Quantitative analysis was performed in the myocar-

dium and the coronary for each heart rate and both

modalities. The analysis was performed as follows:

(see Fig. 2 for the overview diagram)

I. Myocardium analysis

Due to the nature of the phantom’s movement

[10], motion artefacts in the myocardium were

most apparent in the sagittal plane, especially in

the anterior part of the myocardium. The sagittal

cross-section images were taken at approxi-

mately the centre of the phantom (dotted line

in Fig. 1). The anterior inner lining of the

myocardium (green line at Fig. 3, left) was semi

automatically extracted using a gradient vector

flow (GVF) snake algorithm [11] by first placing

several seed points for the initial contour which

were then allowed to grow to match the inner

lining. From the extracted line, the following

parameter was determined:

Ia. Smoothness of the inner-lining of the

myocardium

Smoothness of the inner-lining is deter-

mined by the presence of discontinuities,

which was examined from its gradient. A

second order polynomial line was fitted to

the gradient to act as reference line (Fig. 3,
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Fig. 1 The phantom used for experiment. Images without

motion artefacts (left) and with motion artefacts (right) are

shown both in a volume reconstruction (top) and a sagittal

reconstruction (bottom). Arrows no. 1 and 2 denote start and

end location of vessel analysis, respectively. Dotted white lines
on the top row indicate the location of the sagittal slices

Fig. 2 Diagram of the

quantitative image analysis

methods for the detection of

motion artefacts in coronary

artery computed

tomography
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right). A Gaussian smoothing filter

(width = 5; r = 4) was applied to the

gradient plot to remove possible noise.

Locations with gradient deviating more

than a preset threshold to the reference line

were marked as motion artefacts. The

threshold was set at twice the standard

deviation at 0 bpm.

Visual observations by two independent

observers were performed. The observers

were blinded to the results of the quantita-

tive analysis. Each observer was asked to

score the sagittal images for the presence of

no, mild or severe motion artefacts result-

ing in scores of 0, 1 and 2, respectively.

Consensus reading was used in case of any

disagreements.

II. Vessel analysis

Because of the occurrence of motion artefacts

along z-axis, the analysis was limited to the

vessel segment which was relatively parallel to

the z-axis. The vessel segment was predeter-

mined and set equal for all heart rates (segment

from arrow 1 to arrow 2 at Fig. 1, top). A vessel

extraction algorithm based on GVF snake was

developed. Started by manual selection of the

vessel lumen in the axial view at location 1 of

Fig. 1, a small (50 by 50 pixels) region of

interest (ROI) was determined around the vessel

lumen. The image inside the ROI was threshol-

ded at level 41% of the lumen peak value [12].

Afterwards, using GVF snake algorithm, the

lumen boundary was extracted and its centre of

mass was determined as centre point. The

detection was continued to the next slice without

further user interaction, and repeated until the

last slice (Fig. 4, top).

Three parameters were determined from the

extracted vessel:

IIa. Smoothness of the vessel centreline path-

way along the z-axis

The vessel centreline was constructed

using the detected centre points. The

smoothness of the centreline is also deter-

mined by the presence of discontinuities,

which were analyzed from its second

derivative in the y-direction (direction of

phantom movement; see direction legends

at Fig. 1, bottom) at each heart rate.

Comparison to 0 bpm dataset was made.

IIb. Consistency of vessel lumen areas along

the z-axis

Blurring can smear out the vessel lumen

pixels, which consequently changes the

amount of pixels considered to be lumen.

Therefore the consistency of lumen area

along the vessel was examined. The axial

lumen area on each position along the

detected centreline points from each heart

rate was analyzed and compared to the

0 bpm data set.

IIc. Consistency of vessel lumen value along

the z-axis

Blurring can also change the lumen inten-

sity value. Therefore the consistency of the

lumen value along the vessel was examined.

Fig. 3 Illustration of

myocardium analysis. From

the sagittal cross section

image of the phantom (left),
the inner-lining of the

myocardium was extracted

(green line). The inner-

lining was then analyzed for

any discontinuities (right)
by plotting the gradient

along z-axis. Discontinuities

were found at locations

whose gradient deviates

more than a certain

threshold from the reference

line
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The lumen mean value inside the detected

lumen boundary on each position along the

detected centreline points from each heart

rate was analyzed and compared to the

0 bpm data set. A mean-shift algorithm was

performed to suppress noise while preserv-

ing large changes [13].

The quantitative vessel lumen area and value

consistency analysis was also applied to the second

vessel phantom to see whether real stenosis would

give any difference. Figure 4 bottom illustrates the

vessel analysis methods.

The results of myocardium (I) and vessel (IIa–c)

analysis were combined by correlating them side-by-

side at the corresponding locations on z-axis, to

determine whether there is coincidence of findings

between the analysis results.

Association quantitative and qualitative analysis

A qualitative analysis was previously performed in

the same dataset [9]. A direct comparison between

the new quantitative method and the qualitative

analysis was made.

Results

Quantitative analysis

The association between the qualitative and the

developed quantitative analysis is listed on Tables 1

and 2, for 64CT and DSCT, respectively. The

definition of quality scores are given by Table 3 [9].

Ia. Smoothness of the inner-lining of the myo-

cardium

The discontinuities threshold was set to 0.2. The

visual observation of the two observers resulted

in 38 individual motion artefacts, where 30

(79%) were identified by both observers, and

eight (21%) by only one of both observers. 22 of

30 (73%) motion artefacts found by both

observers were graded equal. From the eight

artefacts found only by either one of the

Fig. 4 Illustration on vessel analysis. The vessel extraction

algorithm (top images) was started by manual selection of the

starting point (white arrow—top left) inside the vessel lumen at

location 1 depicted at Fig. 1, from where an ROI (blue
rectangle) was selected. Inside the ROI (top centre), the lumen

boundary (bold blue line with centre point at blue circle) was

detected using GVF snake algorithm. The vessel was

constructed from the detected vessel boundaries and centre

points (top right) along z-axis. Afterwards, the smoothness of

vessel centreline (bottom left), the consistency of vessel lumen

area (bottom centre) and the consistency of vessel lumen mean

value (bottom right) along z-axis were analyzed
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observer, four were discarded after consensus. In

total, the consensus resulted in 34 motion

artefacts: 21 on 64CT (six found to be severe)

and 13 on DSCT (one found to be severe). The

quantitative analysis managed to find 29 out of

the consented 34 motion artefacts (85%), of

which all 7 (100%) severe artefacts and 22 out

of 27 (81%) mild artefacts were found. None of

the four consensus-discarded artefacts were

found to be artefacts by the quantitative

analysis.

Tables 1 and 2 list the comparison of the true

positive quantitative findings of myocardium

inner-lining discontinuities artefacts versus the

qualitative analysis. The qualitative findings

scored DSCT with higher quality than 64CT,

and the developed quantitative analysis con-

curred by finding more severe myocardium

artefacts at 64CT. However, the same numbers

of medium motion artefacts were found on both

modalities. Therefore, only the severe myocar-

dium artefacts can be related to the qualitative

analysis.

IIa. Smoothness of vessel centreline pathway along

z-axis

The second derivatives of all heart rates have

small absolute values below 1.5 indicating that

no large discontinuities at the vessel pathway

occurred and a student’s t test comparing the

second derivatives of all heart rates to 0 bpm

showed no significant differences (P \ 0.05).

The regular heart rate of the phantom and fixed

selection of reconstruction phase in the R–R

interval most probably caused the vessel to be

always at the same position along the scan

direction.

IIb. Consistency of vessel lumen areas along the

z-axis

Comparing the lumen area of all heart rates to

0 bpm on each modality, consistent vessel

volume (cumulative sum of lumen areas along

the vessel) reduction was observed at all

dataset, except at 60 bpm on DSCT (see

Tables 1, 2 under field ‘‘Cumulative Area

Differences’’ for 64CT and DSCT, respec-

tively). For the rest of this article, this lumen

area reduction will be called stenosis (as

opposed to the conventional definition of a

stenosis, i.e. reduction of lumen area at certain

location compared to the normal vessel prox-

imal to it; which will be written in italic for the

rest of the article). Although relatively small

(\10%), this consistent stenosis implies that

CT will always underestimate the vessel size

and could thus underestimate stenosis severity

in clinical settings. The stenoses occurred in

segments, classified as medium (10–20%) and

large ([20%) (see Tables 1, 2 under field

‘‘artefact-induced lumen area stenoses seg-

ments’’ for 64CT and DSCT, respectively).

Small (\10%) lumen area stenoses segments

were ignored because of their small signifi-

cance.

Applying the algorithm to the vessel phantom,

stenoses of 48 ± 2% and 73 ± 3% were

detected for the designed stenoses of 56 and

75%, respectively.

Comparing to the qualitative results, the quan-

titative analysis concurred by finding larger

overall cumulative stenosis on 64CT than on

DSCT (4.9 vs. 3.5%). Moreover, the largest

cumulative stenosis and the presence of large

stenoses segments concurred with the lowest

qualitative score at 100 bpm on 64CT. How-

ever, in the DSCT datasets qualitatively scored

as *4, medium stenoses segments were also

found.

IIc. Consistency of vessel lumen value along the

z-axis

Fluctuations on vessel lumen value along z-axis

were observed both at 64CT and DSCT. The

(absolute) changes were classified as medium

(20–40 HU), and large ([40 HU) (see

Tables 1, 2 under field ‘‘lumen mean value

changes’’, for 64CT and DSCT, respectively).

Small (\20 HU) changes were ignored because

of their small significance.

Applying the algorithm to the vessel phantom, a

small (10–20 HU) lumen-mean value decrease

and a medium (40 HU) decrease were detected

at the designed stenoses of 56 and 75%,

respectively.

Comparing to the qualitative results, the quan-

titative analysis appears to show the opposite

by finding more lumen value changes on DSCT

than on 64CT. It is possible that these changes

are not noticeable on the 3D VRT and curved

MPR views used by the qualitative analysis.
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Combination of analysis

Combining the vessel lumen value (IIc) and area (IIb)

analysis, one large negative lumen value change

(-60 HU) at 100 bpm on 64CT was found to coincide

with the large lumen area stenosis (-30%). Combining

the vessel lumen value (IIc) and myocardium (Ia)

analysis, two out of 38 medium (5.3%) and five out of

nine (55.6%) large lumen value changes were found to

coincide with the myocardium artefacts (see Tables 1,

2 under field ‘‘lumen mean value changes’’—values

shown between brackets). From these findings, we can

derive that motion could blur the vessel, reducing the

attenuation value. From the experiment with the second

vessel phantom, similar finding of a large lumen mean

value decrease at the 75%-stenosis phantom was also

observed, but not at the 56%-stenosis phantom. This

result indicated that a large stenosis decreases the

amount of lumen pixels to be significantly influenced

by partial volume effect. Therefore, it is hard to

distinguish artefact-induced and real stenosis based on

lumen mean value decrease alone.

Combining the vessel lumen area (IIb) and myo-

cardium (Ia) analysis, ten out of 29 myocardium

artefacts were found to correlate with lumen area

stenoses, of which two were severe stenoses at

100 bpm on 64CT. Figure 5 shows the combined

analysis at this dataset. We can directly correlate the

sharp change at point A with the qualitative step

artefact observation, but not at point B. Nevertheless,

there is more than 20% lumen area reduction close to

it. Without apparent step artefacts on the plot, this

lumen area reduction could be regarded as a true

stenosis. However, by finding a myocardial motion

artefact at the corresponding location, this lumen area

reduction could be marked as artefact-induced.

Although, as can be seen also in point C and D in

Fig. 5, the presence of motion artefacts does not

always have enough effect on the vessel visualization

to result in apparent stenosis. Therefore, it is useful to

check for the presence of motion artefacts in corre-

sponding location in myocardium, if a stenosis is

found. However, it might not be necessary if no

stenosis is detected, although those areas will still be

Table 1 Qualitative [9] and quantitative motion artefact analysis on 64CT

Heart rate (bpm) 64CT

Qualitative

analysisa
Quantitative analysis

Myocardium

inner-lining

discontinuitiesb

Lumen area Lumen value

Cumulative area

differences (%)

Artefact-induced lumen

area stenoses segmentsc
Lumen mean

value change(s)d

Medium Large Medium Large

0 4.0 ± 0 – – – – 3 –

50 3.7 ± 0.8 – -3.1 1 – 2 –

60 3.5 ± 0.5 – -3.4 1 – 4 –

70 2.3 ± 0.5 3 -4.9 1 – 1 1 (1)

80 3.8 ± 0.4 – -3.5 1 – 2 –

90 3.0 ± 1.3 – -4.1 1 – 1 –

100 1.3 ± 0.5 7 (4) -10.3 1 (1) 2 (2) 2 (1) 1 (1)

110 2.0 ± 0.6 7 (2) -5.1 3 (3) – – 1 (1)

Overall 3.0 ± 1.1 17 (6) -4.9 9 (4) 2 (2) 15 (1) 3 (3)

a The value was taken from previous publication [9]. The value was given based on criteria listed in Table 3
b Amount of myocardium inner-lining discontinuities found by the quantitative analysis. The values between brackets indicate

findings categorized as severe by visual observation
c Amount of vessel stenoses segments found by the quantitative analysis. The values between brackets indicate the amount of

stenoses segments that coincide with myocardium artefacts
d Amount of vessel lumen mean value changes found by the quantitative analysis. The values between brackets indicate the amount

of the changes that coincide with myocardium artefacts
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suspicious. This recommendation is summarized by

Table 4.

Discussion

The developed quantitative analysis managed to

detect the motion artefacts in the phantoms scans at

64CT and DSCT. Moreover, it explored into more

details the effect of motion artefacts on vessel

visualization, even the ones that were missed by

qualitative analysis.

When evaluating the coronary arteries, the pro-

posed procedure could warn the radiologist for

suspicious areas where motion artefacts are present

that could hamper the evaluation of stenoses in the

coronary arteries. This especially holds in the case

that a radiologist is reviewing segmented and

stretched views of the coronary arteries in which

stenotic lesions could easily be misinterpreted.

Table 2 Qualitative [9] and quantitative motion artefact analysis on DSCT

Heart rate

(bpm)

DSCT

Qualitative

analysisa
Quantitative analysis

Myocardium

Inner-lining

discontinuitiesb

Lumen area Lumen value

Cumulative area

differences (%)

Artefact-induced lumen

area stenoses segmentsc
Lumen mean

value change(s)d

Medium Large Medium Large

0 4.3 ± 0.5 – – – – 3 –

50 4.0 ± 0.6 2 -3.1 1 – 4 1

60 4.5 ± 0.5 1 0.4 – – 3 –

70 3.8 ± 0.4 2 (1) -3.9 2 (1) – 3 1

80 4.3 ± 0.5 – -4.8 1 – 2 –

90 4.5 ± 0.5 – -3.4 – – 1 –

100 4.3 ± 0.5 3 -2.7 1 (1) – 3 (1) 1

110 3.8 ± 0.8 4 -6.8 2 (2) – 4 3 (2)

Overall 4.2 ± 0.6 12 (1) -3.5 7 (4) – 23 (1) 6 (2)

a The value was taken from previous publication [9]. The value was given based on criteria listed in Table 3
b Amount of myocardium inner-lining discontinuities found by the quantitative analysis. The values between brackets indicate

findings categorized as severe by visual observation
c Amount of vessel stenoses segments found by the quantitative analysis. The values between brackets indicate the amount of

stenoses segments that coincide with myocardium artefacts
d Amount of vessel lumen mean value changes found by the quantitative analysis. The values between brackets indicate the amount

of the changes that coincide with myocardium artefacts

Table 3 Definition of image quality scores [9]

Score Definition of image quality

1 Image with step artefacts and/or stripes throughout the image limiting evaluation of the coronary artery and pericardium

2 Image with step artefacts and/or stripes in part of the image that result in limited evaluation of the coronary artery and

pericardium

3 Image with step artefacts and/or stripes which have minor implication on the evaluation of the coronary artery and

pericardium

4 Image with minor motion artefacts not hampering the evaluation of the coronary artery and pericardium

5 Excellent image quality without motion artefacts
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Detection of areas of motion artefacts could help to

avoid false positive findings in coronary CTA

stenoses evaluation. A false positive finding could

direct the patients into unnecessary treatment which

could pose another risk such as the possible risks

related to percutaneous transluminal coronary angi-

oplasty (PTCA). Meanwhile, a false negative finding

could leave patients untreated. However, on the other

side, patients with undetected coronary problems

could live a long time without any problem, provided

the patients were not subjected to excessive physical

or emotional stress [14].

This study used 64-MDCT and DSCT, two

modalities with similar characteristics except for

their respective temporal resolution. DSCT has twice

the temporal resolution of 64-MDCT, due to the two

perpendicular X-ray tubes inside its gantry rotating

simultaneously. The qualitative analysis had shown

the superiority of DSCT over 64-MDCT in avoiding

motion artefacts [9]. However, the quantitative anal-

ysis managed to reveal some artefacts on both

modalities that would otherwise be missed.

Ferencik et al. [15] attempted to quantitatively

analyze motion artefacts in coronary arteries, using

two variables. The first variable is the percentage of

coronary-length that is imaged without artefact,

which nicely described the effect of motion to the

coronaries. However, the detection of the motion

artefact was performed qualitatively. In fact, our

proposed method could be used for the motion

artefact detection for this variable. The second

variable is the contrast to noise ratio (CNR), which

was calculated from the contrast of the vessel lumen

mean attenuation value to the surrounding soft

tissues, compared to the noise in the aorta. The

consistency of vessel lumen value along z-axis

measurement is similar to this variable, without

comparison to surrounding soft tissue but with the

advantage of location-specific depiction of motion

artefacts. Otero et al. [16] reported their finding of

lumen mean value decrease at stenoses larger than

20% based on patient study. This is consistent with

our finding of lumen mean value decrease at large

stenosis area. However, their study excluded dataset

suffering from motion artefact which makes a direct

comparison with our finding not possible.

The limitation of this study is the use of phantom

data instead of patients’ data. Lack of real myocar-

dium and vessel tissue of the phantom, and of

surrounding pericardial fat tissue and chest cavity

environment are factors that separate our phantom

study to those of clinical patient examinations. Some

adjustments can be made to apply our proposed

method to the clinical examinations, such as: the

Fig. 5 Combination of

vessel (IIb) and

myocardium (Ia) analysis.

The location of the detected

myocardium artefacts are

indicated by arrows A to D

in the three-dimensional

volume reconstruction view

(left) and by red vertical
lines A to D in the vessel

lumen area consistency

graph (right)

Table 4 Recommendation

to interpret findings
Type of findings Meaning

Vessel stenosis Myocardial artefact

- - Normal vessel

? - True stenosis

- ? Suspicious area of motion artefact

? ? Possible artefact-induced stenosis
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parameters controlling GVF snake to extract myo-

cardium boundaries, as in clinical examination, the

heart chambers will be filled with contrast-enhanced

blood instead of air. Other algorithm can be directly

applicable to clinical examinations, such as: the

lumen peak value-dependent lumen thresholding as

this method was taken from a clinical study [12]. The

pre-processing step of GVF snake should be able to

handle the additional noises from scattering and

attenuation inside the chest cavity.

Because of radiation dose concern, an examination

with lower kV is desired. However, scans with

different kV will affect HU values of materials,

especially ones with high atomic number such as the

contrast agent. The proposed method does not use a

fixed HU threshold in any of the algorithms, which

should make them also applicable to such examina-

tions. In general, this phantom experiment has its

advantage in the ability to adjust the heart rate in a

controlled manner. The effects of heart rates in a

large interval, from low until very high, can be

individually studied.

We conclude that the developed quantitative

analysis adds to the diagnostic value of a qualitative

analysis. The quantitative analysis allows for the

detection of suspicious regions of the coronary

arteries thus reducing the false positive stenosis rate.

Several publications reported an almost perfect

score of negative predictive value of MDCT in

detecting stenosis, but lower values were reported

for positive predictive value [17–19]. The quantita-

tive analysis proposed in this study could improve

the positive predictive value by reducing the number

of false positive finding. Future work applying the

method into clinical data still needs to be conducted.

Such study would involve patients examined by

MDCT with X-ray angiography as stenosis refer-

ence. An adjusted version of the proposed method

will be applied to the data to detect and quantify

motion artefacts. The interpretation recommendation

listed by Table 4 will be used to examine the

images with reference to X-ray angiography

findings.
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